Webinar "Out in the Open, reaching for the stars: EU-US insights into Open Educational Practices for language education"

How are Open Educational Resources (OER) understood in the US and in Europe and what kind of Open Educational Practices (OEP) emerge for language learning and teaching? What kind of research has been conducted so far? What are the similarities and differences between the US and Europe and how to tackle them?

Date and time: 15 September 2015, 16h-17h CET (09h CDT, 15h GMT)
Sign up for free: [http://tiny.cc/LangOER15](http://tiny.cc/LangOER15)

Speakers

Carl Blyth is the Director of the Center of Open Educational Resources and Language Learning (COERLL), USA, and Associate Professor of French Linguistics in the Department of French and Italian. He has recently co-edited the book *Dialogue in Multilingual and Multimodal Communities*. [Full bio]

Joshua J. Thoms is Assistant Professor of Spanish and Applied Linguistics at Utah State University, USA. Research interests include classroom discourse in Spanish language and literature, and foreign language materials issues including OER/OEP. [Full bio]

Katerina Zourou, Ph.D., is a researcher in the field of computer supported collaborative language learning and owner of Web2Learn, Greece. She is project leader of EU-funded projects, such as LangOER, Web2LLP, LS6 and co-leader of ExplOERer. [Full bio]

Moderator

Teresa MacKinnon is Principal Teaching Fellow (e-learning) at the School of Modern Languages, University of Warwick, UK. Her professional interests include Online Intercultural Exchange, technology enhanced language learning and OEP. [Full bio]

What will you learn about?
- Current cross-border collaboration projects in the area of OER for learning/teaching languages
- Forthcoming OER/OEP research initiatives
- Digital practice and how it changes language teaching

Taking part in a webinar for the first time? Check out the short [video](http://tiny.cc/LangOER15) and [tutorial](http://tiny.cc/LangOER15)

Get in touch! Twitter #LangOER Slideshare LangOER Mendeley LangOER Facebook LangOER Teachers Diigo Best content in OER and languages langoer@eun.org
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